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Legal Disclaimers & Copyright Info 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
No portion of this report, whether a whole section or a portion thereof can be reproduced in any form of 
media, whether electronic or otherwise, digital format or plain photocopy. Furthermore, no portion can be 
distributed in any way, channel or medium without the written permission of the author. 

 

DISCLAIMER 
All kinds of information presented herein are the exclusive view of the author at the date such information 
was published. Due to the fast changing nature of information regarding Search Engine Optimization, the 
author reserves the right to revise, change, alter and update his opinion based on the current information 
available. The report is intended for informational purposes only. 

While the author has exerted due diligence to verify the information relayed in this report, neither the author, 

his partners/affiliates/researchers assume any responsibility for inaccuracies, omissions and errors. 

Any mention of organizations, firms or institution is purely unintentional. If advice concerning legal or related 

matters is needed, the services of a fully qualified professional should be prioritized. This report is not 

intended for legal purposes but for personal information and consumption. 

You should be well aware of any applicable laws that govern business transaction or business practices in your 

own country and state. Any reference to any business or person whether living or dead is purely coincidental. 

The author does not guarantee that you can make money out of this report for the reason that the author 

does not know your intentions or what the information can do for you. The author also does not know what 

kinds of result will be generated with some techniques that are mentioned related to Search Engine 

Optimization and other related information. Since the content of this report has never been released to the 

public, the corresponding results are never guaranteed. You can use the information at your own risk. The 

author does not assume responsibility if you’re Website drops in rankings or is penalized by the search Engines 

for whatever reason. 
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Serp Suite Is The Best And Most Cost Efficient Way To 

Track Your Money Keywords and website rankings. 

 

>> Get Serp Suite Here << 
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Off Page Back Links 

When Google released the very first Penguin algorithm change way 

back on the 24th April 2012 a huge amounts of websites were 

affected and thousands of website owners watched their income 

disappear overnight. 

The majority of website owners that were his by this over 

optimized link penalty have still not fully recovered their websites 

position so this section of training will give you information on how 

you can recover your site if hit and also the issues that may have 

caused the Penguin penalty.  

This information is also relevant even if you haven’t been penalized 

for offsite links. You want to stop your site being penalized in the 

future, so read on. 

But what did penguin target? 

Penguin targeted off page links that pointed back to your main 

website and specifically over optimized anchor text. This means 

that the text on the link that points back to your site didn’t have 

enough variance. 

So sites for example ended up with say 2/3 anchor text links to 

their websites and this did look natural to google.  

Ie.. image the following links to the website only had these text 

links 
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- Get Your Ex Back 

- Get Back Your Ex 

- How to get your ex girlfriend back 

If a web site only had these 3 keywords pointing to it that would be over 

optimized and google know that it has been optimized that way for traffic 

and seo purposes.  

Now you need to expand the inbound links to minimum 8-10 keywords plus 

mix in some random and brand (website url) keywords as well. This would 

look more natural. 

So you can mix in the following: 

- Mysite.com get you ex back 

- Click here 

- Find out more 

- Find out more at http://mysite.com 

Etc… 
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Checking your inbound links 

How can we check our inbound links?  

We can do this using a set of online tools that are widely known. 

Majestic Seo  

The first tool is majestic seo and you can gain a valuable insight on you 

links at 

https://www.majesticseo.com/ 

 

Majestic seo will produce a number of reports for your site based 

on the url you add in.  

You can get information such as: 

- What pages are being linked to on your site 

- The trust of those links 

- What anchor text is being used  

- How many do follow and no follow links you have 

If any links that are inbound to your site are one’s you do not want, 

you will need to email the site owner and ask for them to be 
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removed. Keep a copy of all emails sent in a folder as you may need 

to use them further down the line if the links are not removed and 

you wish to submit a reconsideration request to Google for the 

website. 
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There are free and paid version of the service.  

Site Explorer 

Another place you can use to analyse links and with site explorer 

you can also add in competitors sites.  

http://www.opensiteexplorer.org 

This site is a great tool to give a better insight into your back links 

and the backlinks of your competitors. 

 

Click the ‘compare pages’ + box to add in competitor urls and add 

in the competitor urls. 

 

Then click the ‘compare’ button to see the results. 
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From the data you can identify if you need more of a specific type 

of link against the competitors.  

A good rule is use here is to add you site then add the top 4/5 top 

sites in the search engines and see how they are ranking in that 

niche.  

 

The links to look at are: 

- Internal followed links 

- Total internal links 

- Total external links 

- Follow v no follow pie chart 

- Internal v external pie chart 
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If you click on the anchor text tab you can also see some analysis 

on the keywords 

 

 

All of this data can be used so you can decide what links you verses your 

competition.  
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Seo Spyglass 

For keywords you will also want to further analyse your own url 

using the free version of ‘seo spyglass’. The following is a sample of 

the information you can obtain to check for keyword optimization. 

 

You can download seo spyglass from the following: 

http://www.link-assistant.com/download.html 
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How to use seo spyglass: 

1) Add in your url. 

 

2) Choose region or country 

 

3) Accept the rest of the defaults and the software will start the search 

process.  
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This way you can see the exact keywords your links are using at the 

moment. From this data you can determine if you are over 

optimizing for your keywords on your inbound links.  

 

Link Check Plan 

If you analyse your links using the above 3 methods you will be 

able to do the following. 

1. Identify which ones you want removed. 

2. The diversity required with your link campaign.  

3. Where you need more links from such as articles, web 2,doc 

sharing links etc 

4. Analyze your competition and where they are getting their 

links from 

5. Create a proper campaign to recover your site in the 

rankings. 

6. Another useful free tool that you can use to analyze your 

broken links is xenu link sleuth and can be downloaded from 

here. http://home.snafu.de/tilman/xenulink.html 

7. If your using wordpress you can use this plugin : 

http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/broken-link-checker 
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You can create links manually but also on auto pilot. I’ve added a 

video into the training area on creating buffer sites + high quality 

powerful links.  

Note that you will want to create you inbound links for you 

keywords over time. So don’t fall into the trap of doing your link 

building once a month or bi weekly. A natural link profile takes 

place over a period of time. I will go through the tools we use very 

soon. 

Another area that works well for linking is to identify sites, blogs, 

forums that relate to your niche and get links from those sites as 

they pass a relevancy back to your own sites.  So basically don’t get 

blog comments from a wedding site if you are selling plumbing 

services. 

If you have enough financial resources the quickest way to build up 

your ranking again is with your own private network of sites that 

has all been converted to match your niche. These sites should be 

bought and carry decent PR ranging from PR2 to PR7 where 

possible. 

Your own private network size will be dictated by the amount of 

competition you have in your niche as some niches will only 

require 7-8 network sites where other more competitive niches 

will require hundreds. 

You may have heard a lot of so called ‘knowledgeable’ people 

online go around stating ‘stay away from automated software’ but 

in reality the people spreading these do not know what they are 

talking about and have never tested any form of automated v 

manual link building.  
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We have and know 100% automated link building is safe in the 

eyes of google. The only  reason some people have issues is because 

they use automated tools to spam sites and regardless if your 

building links manually or automated; if you spam links you will 

suffer from spam penalties.  

The automated tools we use that save us hundreds of hours of work 

a month, are as follows. These tools provide us with an extremely 

diverse set of links which include web 2.0, articles, press releases, 

wiki’s, document sharing sites, social bookmarking, social signals, 

rss feeds, pinging + more.  

Link Alchemist: 
Don’t let wasted links kill your rankings.. Link alchemist created thousands of 
links to ensure that the 80% (for an average website) of your links to your 
website help your site rank better..  
 

Click To Find out more here 

 

Seo Link Robot Software: 

Fantastic tool and simply the best and cheapest in its class  Create 
accounts, post articles to account, web 2.0, article directory, rss 
feed submission, social Bookmarking + much more but more 
importantly better value cost wise than all of its competitors..  
 

Find out more here  
 

Doc Marketing Robot Software: 

Create diverse high pr document sharing links by auto creating 
accounts / PDF’s and auto drip feed posting to pdf sites. High 
quality links  

Find out more here 
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The diversity from these 3 tools will save you hundreds of hours a 

month and as a double bonus they are pretty inexpensive to 

purchase.  

 

To your success. 
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Recommended Tools and resources: 
 

Link Alchemist: 
Don’t let wasted links kill your rankings.. Link alchemist created thousands of 
links to ensure that the 80% (for an average website) of your links to your 
website help your site rank better..  
 

Click To Find out more here 
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